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Today’s Seminar:

Todd Marks & Marshall Frey
Swinerton Construction

Presenting: Federal Construction: Procurement, Management, and Market Opportunities

Todd Marks
Todd joined the SBG team in 2015 and has 19 years of experience in construction. Prior to joining the team, Todd served as the Director of Preconstruction for Barton Malow Company. He has an extensive background in estimating and preconstruction services involving Healthcare, Education, and Federal construction work.

Marshall Frey
Mr. Frey has seven years of experience in the construction industry with a diversified portfolio of projects including heavy highway and bridge construction, military housing, education, museum, utility infrastructure upgrades and central utility plant construction. The past three years have been dedicated to serving the needs of federal clients in Guam, Houston and Washington State. Prior to serving as an Assistant Project Manager, Marshall fulfilled duties as a Field Engineer, Assistant Superintendent, Project Engineer and Quality Control Manager. Marshall is a 2012 graduate of Kansas State University.
About Swinerton
Swinerton traces its roots back to 1888, when a young Swedish immigrant formed a brick masonry and contracting business in Los Angeles, the scene of a post–Gold Rush building boom. Since its earliest days building up the Western frontier, the company has survived and thrived through two world wars, the Great Depression and Recession, 22 US presidents, turbulent social revolutions, dynamic cultural movements, and a series of natural disasters. Exceptional craftsmanship and a reputation for integrity have led to contracts for some of the most celebrated landmark projects throughout the West and beyond.

The company now maintains a dozen offices in six states and has helped build communities from the peaks of the Rocky Mountains to the Hawaiian Islands, from the Gulf of Alaska to the jungles of Colombia. The company still operates under California contractor’s license number 92—the one it obtained in 1927 when the state first began issuing licenses. Many Swinerton-built structures now claim a spot on the National Register of Historic Places and other architectural preservation lists. Tested by time, these buildings tell the story of an evolving America.

Do you want to be part of the AGC Student Chapter?

Fill out a membership application and return it to the AGC office. (If you have any questions be sure to email Bryce Yohn.)

Please be respectful and turn off your phones before seminar or Jim will find you.

Thank You

Fall 2015 Seminar Schedule

Construction Science
September 17
October 15
November 12
December 12

Upcoming Events:
October 20th McCown Gordon Tour
October 27th AGC Bowling Social
January 9th-15th Alternate Spring Break